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Fourier Transform of MySQL 5.0
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Discrete Events ➔ Signal
Does software follow earth cycles, or its own?
Maybe instead of assuming we should go ahead..
we should go ahead and look
Recurrent Behaviour
Let us rotate this...
An iteration
Local recurrence?
Fourier transform:
* recurrent behaviour
* periodicities
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Fourier Transform of MaxDB 7.500
Fourier Transform of MySQL 3.23
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The smears seen on the MySQL plot have a period of about 7-8 days (1 week).
Similar Smears, Different Projects

* Evolution
* Mozilla
* Xerces
* MaxDB 7.6
Future Work
What caused this?
A signal composed of slices

A signal can be composed of slices
A behaviour explained by slices

Different slices can be responsible for subsignals
Contributions:

* applied the Fourier transform to software repositories
Contributions:
* showed recurrent behaviour in FLOSS projects.
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